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ABSTRACT
The Dirac-Born-Infeld action with transverse scalar fields is considered to study the dy-
namics of various BPS states. We first describe the characteristic properties of the so-called
1/2 and 1/4 BPS states on the D3 brane, which can be interpreted as F/D-strings ending
on a D3-brane in Type IIB string theory picture. We then study the response of the BPS
states to low energy excitations of massless fields on the brane, the scalar fields represent-
ing the shape fluctuation of the brane and U(1) gauge fields describing the open string
excitations on the D-brane. This leads to an identification of interactions between BPS
states including the static potentials and the kinetic interactions.
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I Introduction
The Dirac-Born-Infeld theory[1, 2] has recently drawn much attention in relation with the
world-volume dynamics of Dp-branes[3]-[8]. The degrees of freedom involved with D-branes,
consist of world-volume gauge fields and a number of scalar fields, representing the shape
fluctuations of the Dp-brane embedded in higher dimensions. This may be understood from
the fact that the p+1-dimensional Dirac-Born-Infeld action for Dp-brane is the dimensional
reduction of the ten-dimensional supersymmetric Born-Infeld electromagnetism. The action
allows static BPS configurations that saturate the so-called Bogomol’nyi bound. As shown
in Ref. [3], they represent attachments of F(fundamental)-strings or D(Dirichlet)-strings to
the Dp-brane. The dynamics of these states on the world-volume will be the main concern
of this note.
To be specific, we shall focus on the case of D3-brane, whose 3 + 1-dimensional world-
volume is immersed in ten spacetime so that the transverse space is six dimensions. As
explained, for example, in Ref. [3], the electrically charged BPS states describe the inter-
section of the D3-brane with F-string, and the magnetic states describe the D-string that
ends on the brane. There are also dyonic (q, g)-strings that may be viewed as the bound
states of F-string and D-string. The magnitude of the scalar charge restricted by the BPS
condition, can be identified with the tension of the attached string, while the direction of
the string in the transverse space is specified by the SO(6) direction of the scalar charge.
Especially, the scalar charge determines how the D3-brane is pulled out by the string[8].
In this note, we shall first identify possible BPS states by investigating the energy
functional of the Dirac-Born-Infeld theory. These will include 1/2-BPS states such as
electric-pole, magnetic monopole, and dyonic states where the attached strings are directed
all in one direction in the transverse six space. We shall also describe the properties of a
1/4 BPS state[9] that represents a monopole and an electric-pole pulled out in mutually
perpendicular directions in the transverse space. It will be shown that there are more
general 1/4 BPS configurations. We present explicitly these solutions as well as their
characteristic properties.
We then study the responses of various BPS states to asymptotic massless excitations
by exploiting the classical field equations. As will be shown below, the motion of the center
positions of F/D-strings will be governed by a generalized Lorentz force law. Furthermore,
the acceleration will be accompanied by the electromagnetic and the scalar radiations.
We, then, turn to the case where multiple strings of various charges are joined to the
D3-brane with different SO(6) angles. Of course, they may interact with each other via
the electromagnetism or the deformation of the shape of the D3-branes. We shall first
determine the static potentials between the F/D-strings as a function of their separation
and charges. The nature of the scalar interaction will be explicitly exposed for various
cases. In particular, when the static potential between the F/D-strings vanishes, the multi-
string states can be static; only kinetic interactions between the F/D-strings will appear
in this case when they moving around on the parallel three space of the D3-brane. For
generic non-BPS configurations, we shall also find the kinetic interactions as well as the
static interactions.
Section II is devoted to the various BPS states including electric, magnetic and dyonic
states that break half of the supersymmetries. We shall also discuss 1/4-BPS states that
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leave four supersymmetries unbroken out of sixteen supersymmetries. We shall identify all
the charges and illustrate the shape of the solutions.
In Section III, the response of the BPS states to the world-volume massless fields will
be identified by studying the fields equations, which may be summarized by the force law
for the rigid motion of the F/D-strings. We will also discuss the radiations produced by
acceleration. We also study the response of the states to the incident scalar waves or
electromagnetic waves, and discuss the nature of the scattering of these waves by the BPS
configurations.
In Section IV, we will obtain the low-energy effective Lagrangian that describes all two
body interactions between various states. The static interactions together with the kinetic
interactions will be exploited based on the effective Lagrangian.
Section V comprizes discussions and conclusions.
II Dirac-Born-Infeld Theory and its BPS States
We begin with the Dirac-Born-Infeld Lagrangian for a single D3-brane
L = T
∫
d3x(1−K 12 ) (2.1)
with
K = −Det(ηµν + ∂µY I∂νY I + Fµν) (2.2)
where Fµν = ∂µAν − ∂νAµ and the index I for the transverse space runs from 1 to 6‡. As
is well known, this Lagrangian is the dimensional reduction of the ten-dimensional pure
Born-Infeld action,
L = T10
∫
d10x[1− (−Det(ηMN + FMN )) 12 ] (2.3)
to 3 + 1 dimensions where AM is identified with the world-volume gauge potential for
M = 0, 1, · · · , 3 and with the scalar fields YM−3 for M = 4, 5, · · · , 9.
Let us first consider the case where the attached string is directed in one direction,
eˆI in the transverse space. As will be seen below, this includes the configurations of the
monopole, electric-pole, and dyon. One may here consistently set all the other perpendic-
ular components of Y I to be zero except Y I eˆI , which we denote φ. The determinant K in
this case can be explicitly written as
K = 1− φ˙2 −E2 + (∇φ)2 +B2 + (B · ∇φ)2 − (B · E)2 − (E×∇φ+ φ˙B)2 (2.4)
where Ei = Fi0 and Bi =
1
2
ǫijkFjk. To the quadratic order in its dynamical variables,
this Lagrangian corresponds to the conventional electromagnetism with a free scalar field.
This picture will be valid when the involved field strengths are weak enough. But the
nonlinearity in the region of strong fields will play an important role to understand the
brane dynamics.
‡We will use conventions ηµν = diag(−,+,+,+) and T = 1
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As discussed in Appendix in a more general setting, the above second-order Lagrangian
may be turned into a first-order form,
L = Πφ˙−D · A˙−A0∇ ·D−H (2.5)
where the Hamiltonian density (H ≥ 0) is given by
(H+1)2 = 1 +Π2 +D2 + (∇φ)2 +B2 + (D · ∇φ)2 + (B · ∇φ)2 + (D×B+Π∇φ)2 . (2.6)
In order to find the Bogomol’nyi bound[10] for the static configurations, we rewrite the
Hamiltonian into the form,
(H+1)2 = Π2 + (D×B+Π∇φ)2 + (sin ξB · ∇φ− cos ξD · ∇φ)2 + (B− cos ξ∇φ)2
+ (D− sin ξ∇φ)2 + (1 + cos ξB · ∇φ+ sin ξD · ∇φ)2 . (2.7)
From this expression, one may easily recognize that the Hamiltonian density is bounded
below by[11, 12]
H ≥ cos ξB · ∇φ+ sin ξD · ∇φ . (2.8)
The saturation of the bound occurs if the Bogomol’nyi equations,
B = cos ξ∇φ, D = sin ξ∇φ, Π = 0 , (2.9)
together with the Gauss constraint, ∇ · D = 0, are satisfied. This set of equations may
also be derived from the consideration of the supersymmetric variation of the gaugino[3],
from which one finds that the BPS background satisfying the above equations preserves
only half of the sixteen supersymmetries. A static solution of the Bogomol’nyi equation is
found to be
D =
qrˆ
4πr2
, B =
grˆ
4πr2
, φ = − qs
4πr
, (2.10)
with relations between charges, g = cos ξ qs and q = sin ξ qs. Here we follow the conventional
definitions
QE =
∮
r→∞
dSiDi , QM =
∮
r→∞
dSiBi (2.11)
respectively for the electric and the magnetic charges. In addition we define the scalar
charge by
QIS =
∮
r→∞
dSi∂iY
I , (2.12)
which is a six vector in the transverse space.
The shape of this solution seen in x3−φ plane is depicted in Fig. 1 for qs > 0. The spike
in the transverse direction represents the F/D string attached to the D3 brane. Namely,
the F/D string pulls out the D3 brane in a smooth manner and the corresponding strength
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Figure 1: The shape of a D-string located at r = 0, is drawn in x3 − φ plane.
given by the scalar charge is proportional to the tension of the string. The total energy
defined by the spatial integration of the Hamiltonian density H is infinity since the string
is stretched to the infinity in the transverse space. But we regulate it by restricting the
domain of the integration by r ≥ |qs|ǫ. (The physics at r = |qs|ǫ will be determined by
specifying consistent boundary data, whose dynamical aspects will be further discussed in
the next Section.) In this case, the regulated mass of the configuration is
M(ǫ) = |qs|l(ǫ) , (2.13)
with the transverse length l(ǫ) of the string being |φ(ǫ)−φ(∞)| = 1/(4πǫ). Since the scalar
charge serves as the tension of the attached F/D-string, the mass agrees, as expected, with
the tension multiplied by the length of the string[3].
The solution (2.10) describes a few distinctive cases. When the scalar charge is positive,
it corresponds to the string stretched to the direction −eˆI , whereas the negative signature
of the charge implies that the string is stretched to the opposite direction, i.e. eˆI . Since
the unit vector eˆI is in arbitrary direction in the transverse space, the F/D-string may then
be in any transverse direction; the freedom in the signature of the scalar charge reflect
the remaining possibility when an axis φ is chosen. There is also an angle parameter ξ.
For ξ = π/2, 3π/2, the magnetic field vanishes and, consequently, the string is electrically
charged. It is nothing but the fundamental string ending on the D3-brane. On the other
hand, the magnetically charged string (D-string) corresponds to the case of ξ = 0, π. The
remaining generic value of ξ is for a bound state of F-string and D-string, i.e. a dyon.
Furthermore, the signature of electric or magnetic charges carried by the attached string
distinguishes whether one deals with string or anti-string; in other words, it correspond to
the orientation of the F/D-string.
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There are more generic BPS solutions than (2.10), which correspond to multi-strings
located in various positions on the D3-brane. They are given by
D = −∑
n
∇ qn
4π|r− xn| , B = −
∑
n
∇ gn
4π|r− xn| , φ = −
∑
n
(qs)n
4π|r− xn| , (2.14)
with relations between charges, gn = cos ξ (qs)n and qn = sin ξ (qs)n for all n. The sum of
each dyon mass that is given by (2.13) will be the total mass of the configuration. Since
they are BPS configurations, the scalar and the electromagnetic forces between any two
F/D-strings are exactly canceled for all cases. There are two distinct situations in the two
body interactions. One is the case where the two F/D-strings are stretched in the same
direction in the transverse space. The signs of the scalar charges are the same and, hence,
the scalar interaction is attractive. The cancellation of the forces in this case occurs since
the electromagnetic force is repulsive with the same strength. The other corresponds to
the situation where the spikes of the strings are in the exactly opposite directions. The
scalar force is repulsive in this case, and the attractive electromagnetic force cancels it.
Having analyzed the aligned F/D-strings in the transverse space, let us now turn to
the case where two transverse directions are allowed so that spikes of F/D-string may have
an SO(6)-angle between them. Since a F/D string may have its spike into an arbitrary
transverse direction specified by a unit transverse vector, the two unit vectors involved
with two F/D strings form a plane in general in the transverse space. Let us denote the
orthonormal unit vectors in this plane by eˆI1 and eˆ
I
2. Then one may consistently set all
the components of the scalar perpendicular to the plane to be zero. The nonvanishing
component are restricted on the plane, which we denote by Y I = φeˆI1 + χeˆ
I
2. With these
two component scalar fields, the determinant in (2.2) can be evaluated as
K = 1 +B2 + (∇φ)2 + (∇χ)2 + (B · ∇φ)2 + (B · ∇χ)2 + (∇φ×∇χ)2
− φ˙2 − χ˙2 − E2 − (B · E)2 − (E×∇φ+ φ˙B)2 − (E×∇χ+ χ˙B)2
− (φ˙∇χ− χ˙∇φ)2 − (E · ∇φ×∇χ+ φ˙∇χ ·B− χ˙∇φ ·B)2 . (2.15)
Although its complicated appearance, one may easily recognize that it does possess the
SO(2)-rotational invariance in the transverse plane under the transformation, φ′ = cosαφ−
sinαχ and χ′ = sinαφ+ cosαχ. In a Lorentz invariant form, it may be rewritten as
K = 1 +
1
2
F 2mn −
1
2
(1
8
ǫmnpqrsFpqFrs
)2 − ( 1
48
ǫmnpqrsFmnFpqFrs
)2
, (2.16)
where the indices run from zero to five and Fmn = ∂mAn−∂nAm with (A4, A5) = (φ, χ). In
this Lagrangian, one may consistently set, for instance, χ to zero, and, then, the system is
reduced to the case of one scalar discussed previously. The Bogomol’nyi equations in (2.9)
are again serving as the condition for the BPS saturation. There are, of course, a family of
Bogomol’nyi equations that are produced by SO(2) rotation; for example, the Bogomol’nyi
equation (2.9) with χ instead of φ is obtained by the rotation with α = π/2. The solutions
of these Bogomol’nyi equations are the 1/2-BPS states described above.
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The system allows a new type of static Bogomol’nyi equations given by
B = ∇φ, D = ∇χ , (2.17)
with the Gauss law constraint ∇ · D = 0, where D is the momentum conjugate to A
defined by Di ≡ ∂L/∂A˙i. The derivation of these equations is relegated to Appendix.
From the supersymmetric view point, the first equation in (2.17) breaks half of the six-
teen supersymmetries of D3-branes and the second breaks further half of the remaining
eight supersymmetries. The related BPS configurations with B,D 6= 0 leave only four
supersymmetries unbroken and, hence, they are so-called 1/4-BPS states[9].
To show that the static solutions of the Bogomol’nyi equations do satisfy the original
field equations, let us expand the Lagrangian density at the background that satisfies the
Bogomol’nyi equations. With the Bogomol’nyi equations used for the background, one may
easily find that the Lagrangian L can be expanded as
L = −B¯2−(B¯ · δB− E¯ · δE+∇φ¯ · ∇δφ+∇χ¯ · ∇δχ)+O(δ2) , (2.18)
where the quantities with a bar represent the solution of the Bogomol’nyi equations and
we have used the fact that E¯ = D¯. When the Bogomol’nyi equations are further used,
the terms in the parenthesis in (2.18) become purely surface terms and, consequently, the
action is minimized for an arbitrary variation of the fields. This verifies that the background
indeed satisfies the original field equations. A 1/4-BPS configuration can be found explicitly
by solving the Bogomol’nyi equations:
D = −∇ q
4π|r− x| , χ = −
q
4π|r− x| ,
B = −∇ g
4π|r− y| , φ = −
g
4π|r− y| , (2.19)
where x and y, respectively, denote the positions of the F-string and the D-string. To find
the shape of the solution, we first note that Y I is given by eˆI1φ+ eˆ
I
2χ. Hence the spike of the
monopole is directed to eˆI1, while that of the fundamental string to the direction eˆ
I
2. Par-
ticularly, they are perpendicular to each other in the transverse space.. The configuration
of the above 1/4-BPS state is illustrated in Fig. 2.
Due to the BPS nature of the configuration, the static forces between the strings are
again vanishing. Electromagnetic static force does not appear since one is charged elec-
trically and the other carries only magnetic charge. Hence, the static scalar force should
not exist. This can be understood as follows. The F-string possesses the scalar charge
component that produces a nonvanishing gradient of χ-field. But the D-string cannot feel
the χ-field since it carries φ-charge only. Consequently, the scalar interaction does not
appear in this case, and this fact can be stated more effectively by saying that the two
scalar charges have different flavor indices.
Let us imagine the configuration where two 1/2-BPS dyons located at different positions
are pulled out in two arbitrary transverse directions. In this case, the static force is not
balanced in general, so the corresponding configuration is not a BPS state. However,
when the transverse angle between the spikes takes on a special value determined by scalar
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Figure 2: The spikes of two separated F-string and D-string are perpendicular to
each other in the transverse space. This corresponds to a 1/4-BPS states.
charges, the static force may disappear. Indeed, the most general 1/4 BPS solutions are
given by
D = −∇∑
n
qn
4π|r− xn| , χ = −
∑
n
qn
4π|r− xn| ,
B = −∇∑
n
gn
4π|r− xn| , φ = −
∑
n
gn
4π|r− xn| , (2.20)
where the number of dyons and their positions are arbitrary. In this configuration, each
spike of the n-th (qn, gn) dyon is in the transverse direction
−gn√
q2
n
+g2
n
eˆI1+
−qn√
q2
n
+g2
n
eˆI2. Namely,
the directions of the spikes are not arbitrary because they are determined by their electro-
magnetic charges. The static forces of the configuration are again balanced, which will be
analyzed in detail later on.
So far we have considered the static properties of 1/2-BPS states and 1/4-BPS state.
More general configurations of D-strings, F-strings, or dyons are allowed in the theory, but
they are, in general, not the BPS states. Since the static force exist in case of the generic
non-BPS states, the corresponding configurations cannot be static. We shall exploit related
dynamic aspects of F/D strings including the 1/4 BPS states in the next section.
III Response of a BPS State to Fields on a Brane
The F/D-strings dealt in the previous section, are solitonic configurations of fields, and
they are characterized by their positions, charges and mass. Because they have charges,
the configurations are expected to respond to asymptotic excitations on the D3-brane. In
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general, these kinds of classical dynamics must be totally governed by the original field
equations. However, when the asymptotic fields on the D3-brane are weak enough, the
response of the string will be linear in the asymptotic fields, and governed by the linearized
field equations in the background configuration of a single F/D string. Furthermore, in this
weak field limit, the shape deformation of the well-separated F/D strings, will be negligible
and each string will be moving collectively as an independent entity; this motion may be
characterized by the time dependence of the center position of each F/D-string.
To analyze the weak-field response, let us expand the Lagrangian density (2.1) to the
quadratic order of the small variations from a dyon solution. We choose the scalar field
φ = Y I eˆI as before where eˆI is the direction of the scalar for the dyon. The remaining
components of the scalar can also be fluctuating but it can be easily shown that they
decouple from the dynamic modes of the dyon. Then, the resulting expression reads
L=−B¯2+1
2
(
δφ˙2+(δE)2−(∇δφ)2−(δB)2
)
+
Z(r)
2
( cos ξδB+sin ξδE−∇δφ)2+O(δ3) , (3.1)
where
Z(r) =
(∇φ¯)2
1 + B¯2
=
B¯2
cos2 ξ(1 + B¯2)
, (3.2)
and the quantities with a bar denote the background dyon solution satisfying the Bogo-
mol’nyi equations (2.9). The corresponding linearized Euler-Lagrange equations can be
found to be
∂2
∂t2
δφ−∇2δφ−∇ · Z(r)δG = 0 , (3.3)
∂
∂t
δE−∇× δB+ cos ξ∇× Z(r)δG+ sin ξ ∂
∂t
Z(r)δG = 0 , (3.4)
with the Gauss law constraint
∇ · δE+ sin ξ∇ · Z(r)δG = 0 , (3.5)
where δG is the combination, cos ξ δB + sin ξ δE − ∇δφ. For later convenience, one may
rearrange the above set of equations as follows. When Eq. (3.5) multiplied by sin ξ is added
to Eq. (3.3), one obtains
∂2
∂t2
δφ+∇ ·W−1(r)δG = 0 , (3.6)
where we have introduced a new function W (r) ≡ 1 + B¯2. Similarly, the remaining equa-
tions, (3.4) and (3.5), can be written as
∂
∂t
(δE− sin ξ∇δφ)− cos ξ∇×W−1(r)δG− sin ξ ∂
∂t
W−1(r)δG = 0 , (3.7)
∇ · (δE− sin ξ∇δφ)− sin ξ∇ ·W−1(r)δG = 0 , (3.8)
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Let us first consider the case where the dyon accelerates constantly in weak asymptot-
ically uniform fields. To find such a solution, we adopt the following ansatz:
δA = −t
2
2
a · ∇A¯− taA¯0 + δA˜ , (3.9)
δA0 = −t
2
2
a · ∇A¯0 − ta · A¯+ δA˜0 , (3.10)
δφ = −t
2
2
a · ∇φ¯+ δφ˜ , (3.11)
where again the quantities with a bar refer to the dyonic background solution. The first
terms in (3.9)-(3.11) are responsible for the bulk motion of the dyon while the second terms
in (3.9) and (3.10) are the terms generated by the instantaneous Lorentz boost with the
velocity ta. Finally, the third terms are assumed to be time independent perturbations,
which will be responsible for the remaining dynamical aspects of the dyon. When this
ansatz is inserted into the equations, (3.6)-(3.8), one finds that they are reduced to
∇ · [W−1δG˜− aφ¯] = 0 , ∇× [W−1δG˜− aφ¯] = 0 , (3.12)
∇ · (δE˜− sin ξ∇φ˜) = 0 , (3.13)
with δG˜ being cos ξ δB˜ + sin ξ (δE˜ + aA¯0) − ∇δφ˜. The most general solutions of these
equations are provided if one solves the following equation
(1 + B¯2)(φ¯+ S0)a = cos ξ δB˜+ sin ξ (δE˜+ aA¯0)−∇δφ˜ = δG˜ , (3.14)
together with the Gauss law (3.13), where S0 is the integration constant and we have written
the function W (r) explicitly. When viewed from r = ∞, the equation (3.14) implies the
force law,
M(ǫ)a = gB0 + qE0 − qseˆI∇Y I0 , (3.15)
where we have chosen the constant S0 as l(ǫ) and (B0,E0,∇Y I0 ) refer respectively to the
asymptotic values of magnetic field, electric field, and the scalar fields. When the Lorentz
symmetry of the system is used, the force law can be transformed into a covariant form:
d
dt
( [M(ǫ)+qseˆIY I0 ]v√
1− v2
)
=g(B0−v ×E0) + q(E0+v×B0)− qseˆI∇Y I0
√
1−v2 (3.16)
where x and v are, respectively, the position and velocity of the dyon center[19]. The
appearance of the factor, M(ǫ)+qseˆ
IY I0 , on the left side can be understood from the fact
that the change in the asymptotic value of the scalar effectively contributes to the mass by
the corresponding length change of the F/D-string.
For general angle ξ, the equations, (3.14) and (3.13) can be solved and the duality
symmetry upon the interchange[7, 13],
E → B , B → −E , q ↔ g , (3.17)
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may be explicitly verified. For simplicity, let us focus on the case of D-string (i.e. ξ = 0, π).
The solution for the pure D-string reads
δφ˜ = rˆ · aϕ(r) + r ·C , δA˜ = rˆ × aϕ(r)− 1
2
[r×C+ l(ǫ)r× a] , δA˜0 = r · E0 (3.18)
with the function ϕ being
ϕ =
g
8π
(
1− [g/(4πr)− l(ǫ)]
2
r2
)
. (3.19)
This solution involves seven integration constants. Six of them are given by arbitrary
constant vectors, C and E0. The remaining one involved with the function ϕ has been
fixed by the requirement that δφ˜(ǫ) = o(ǫ) as ǫ goes to zero. The requirement implies that
the D-string is moving without any significant deformation around r = |qs|ǫ as ǫ approaches
zero. This boundary condition at r = |qs|ǫ deserves further discussion. If we suppose that
the string is extended to the region r < |qs|ǫ, the boundary condition implies that the
segment of the string in the region r < |qs|ǫ should always move with the same velocity
as the string segment of r ≥ |qs|ǫ. This implies physically that the asymptotic fields are
responsible only for the motion of the latter string segment (r ≥ |qs|ǫ), since the movement
of the former part is controlled by hand. Namely, the energy transfer from the asymptotic
fields to the string should result in the energy gain of the string segment in r ≥ |qs|ǫ,
as will be illustrated explicitly, in the next section, by giving the effective theory of the
F/D-string dynamics. This, in turn, means that the energy transfer across the boundary at
r = |qs|ǫ should be vanishing. When there exist many strings, the boundary conditions on
each string at |r− xn| = |(qs)n|ǫ may be specified in the same way, and then the resulting
dynamics of the strings will be consistent with the conservation of energy and the unitarity
requirement. (Note that our regularization is such that the transverse lengths of all strings
are the same.) This will be further discussed in Sec. V in the context of many D3 branes
where strings of finite length are naturally realized as connecting two D3-branes.
The accelerated charges should emit electromagnetic and as well as the scalar radiations.
Using explicit solution, one finds that the radiated power densities for the electromagnetic
and the scalar fields are, respectively, given by
T Iscalar = eˆ
I q
2
s(a · Rˆ)2
16π2R2
, Tem =
(q2 + g2)(a× Rˆ)2
16π2R2
(3.20)
where vector, R, denotes the difference between the observational point and the position
of F/D-string at retarded time. (A detailed discussions can be found in Ref. [14, 15] where
an accelerated dyon in SU(2)-Yang-Mills-Higgs theory is dealt with.)
Let us now consider the motion of F/D-string due to more general asymptotic excita-
tions. For our purpose, consideration of the harmonic time dependence e−iωt is sufficient
since the equations are linear. Eqs. (3.6) and (3.7), then, become
δφ =
1
ω2
∇ · b (3.21)
δA = − 1
ω2
[
cos ξ∇× b+ i sin ξ(ωb− ω−1∇∇ · b)− iω∇δA0
]
, (3.22)
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with
b =W−1(r)
[
cos ξ δB+ sin ξ δE−∇δφ
]
. (3.23)
There is no equation that constrains δA0, which reflects the fact that δA0 is a pure gauge
degree of freedom. Inserting (3.21) and (3.22) into the right side of (3.23), we obtain the
equation for b that reads
(∇2 + ω2)b+ ω2(∇φ¯)2b = 0 , (3.24)
where (∇φ¯)2 = q2s/(16π2r4) for a dyon. This equation is precisely the one dealt in Ref. [3]
for the S-matrix analysis of D-string. The scattering analysis in Ref. [3, 16] shows that
the low frequency wave from the asymptotic region does not pass through the throat of
the F/D-string. This is the case where the Dirichlet boundary condition[17] of the string
attachment to the D3-brane in the Type IIB string picture, is indeed realized. On the
other hand, if the high frequency wave is incident upon the F/D-string, the wave freely
travel through the throat of the F/D-string. Hence at high frequency or energy, the theory
requires boundary data on the energy flux. For this reason, we shall restrict our discussion
below to low enough energy dynamics, where the boundary flux is negligible.
IV Interactions between BPS States
As discussed previously, the Dirac-Born-Infeld theory allows multi-F/D-string configura-
tions. These F/D-strings may interact via electromagnetism and the scalar field on the
D3-brane. The static multi-string configuration may or may not be possible depending on
whether their static potential vanishes or not. Since any BPS state that satisfies the Bo-
gomol’nyi equations is static, the electromagnetic force should be exactly canceled by the
scalar force. As will be shown below, this cancellation occurs if the charges carried by the
strings satisfy certain conditions. If this condition does not hold for certain configurations,
they cannot be static due to the existence of the static potential between strings. In this
Section, we shall exploit the low-energy interactions between well separated F/D-strings,
based on the dynamics of a single F/D strings discussed in the previous section.
Let us begin by the discussion on the free kinetic terms for the objects involved with
many-string dynamics. The dynamical degrees of freedom for the effective theory will be
asymptotic electromagnetic fields, six scalar fields and the center positions of F/D-strings.
The kinetic terms of the asymptotic electromagnetic fields or the scalar fields can be easily
obtained from the original Dirac-Born-Infeld Lagrangian. Since we are interested in low-
energy dynamics, the linearized version of the Dirac-Born-Infeld Lagrangian will be enough
to describe the excitations on the D3-branes. The kinetic terms for each F/D-string are
also easily identified using the Lorentz symmetry of the system. The energy of a single
F/D-string will become as M(ǫ)/
√
1− v2 when the static configuration is Lorentz-boosted
with a velocity v. This represents a moving F/D-string with a constant velocity. The
kinetic term for this energy is evidently provided by −M(ǫ)√1− v2, which will serve as
the free Lagrangian for F/D-string.
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Let us turn to the interaction terms for the low-energy effective theory. The information
on the interaction vertices is coded in the equations of motion obtained in the last Section.
Namely, the interaction terms determine the forces in the F/D-string motion. They also
serve as a source for the asymptotic fields.
The above discussion is summarized in the following action,
Ieff=
∫
d4x{1
4
F µνFµν−1
2
F µν(∂µAν−∂νAµ)−1
2
∂µY
I∂µY I}−
∫
dt
∑
n
Mn(ǫ)
√
1−x˙2n+Iint(4.1)
with
Iint=
∫
dt
[
−∑
n
qsneˆ
I
nY
I
√
1−x˙2n − qn(A0−x˙n ·A)− gn(C0 − x˙n ·C)
]
(4.2)
where Cµ(x), as a function of Fµν , is defined as
Cµ(x) = −
∫
d4x′(n · ∂)−1(x, x′)nν ∗F µν(x′) , (∗F µν = 1
2
ǫµνλδFλδ) . (4.3)
Here, nµ may be any fixed, spacelike, unit vector, and Green’s function (n · ∂)−1 is realized
by
(n · ∂)−1(x, x′) = 1
2
∫ ∞
0
dξ[δ4(x− x′ − nξ)− δ4(x− x′ + nξ)] . (4.4)
To be definite, we shall choose the location of the symmetric infinite Dirac string by
nµ = (0, nˆ). The magnetic interaction terms given by the function Cµ(x) are borrowed
from Schwinger’s Lagrangian formulation for both electric and magnetic charges[18]. It
is straightforward to verify that the equation of motion for an F/D-string (3.16) can be
derived as the Euler-Lagrange equation from the above Lagrangian. Furthermore, the ef-
fective action describes all the low-energy processes involving electromagnetic and scalar
excitations arising from the motion of the F/D-string. These include radiations from the
accelerated F/D-strings, which may be shown to agree with the expression (3.20). Espe-
cially, the low-energy interactions between F/D-strings are understood as the mediation of
the asymptotic fields of D3-branes. For well separated, slowly moving F/D-strings, these
interaction can be clearly seen by integrating out the asymptotic fields. This is achieved
by solving the field equations for the asymptotic fields and by inserting the solution into
the action (4.1)[see Ref. [19] for detailed procedure.]. The resulting effective Lagrangian
to the quadratic order in velocities, is given by
LD =−
∑
n
Mn(ǫ)+
1
2
∑
n
Mnx˙
2
n−
1
16π
∑
n 6=m
(qs)n(qs)meˆ
I
neˆ
I
m
|x˙nm|2
|xnm|
− 1
16π
∑
n 6=m
(qngn − gnqm)x˙nm · ω(xnm)
− 1
16π
∑
n 6=m
[(qs)n(qs)meˆ
I
neˆ
I
m−qnqm−gngm]
{
x˙n · x˙m
|xnm| +
xnm ·x˙n xnm ·x˙m
|xnm|3
}
+
1
8π
∑
n 6=m
(qs)n(qs)meˆ
I
neˆ
I
m−qnqm−gngm
|xnm| , (4.5)
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θ
Figure 3: The transverse angle of the spikes of two separated dyonic strings takes
any values. There, in general, exist static forces depending on whether they are
BPS states or not. Here, the strings are schematically described by lines in the
transverse space.
with xnm ≡ xn − xm, where ωi(r) denotes the unit-monopole static vector potential (with
a symmetrically-located infinite string),
ω(r) = − nˆ× rˆ
r − nˆ · r +
nˆ× rˆ
r + nˆ · r . (4.6)
The static potential term (the last term in LD) between two F/D-strings vanishes if
their charges satisfy the condition
Jnm ≡
√
q2n + g
2
n
√
q2m + g
2
meˆ
I
neˆ
I
m−qnqm−gngm = 0 (4.7)
where we have used the relation qs =
√
q2 + g2 between the scalar and electromagnetic
charges of a single F/D-string. Namely, the strength of the static potential is solely deter-
mined by Jnm.
For generic configuration of two F/D-strings depicted in Fig. 3, the static potential
does not vanish in general since the transverse angle θ can be arbitrary. But for BPS
configurations discussed in Sec. I, the static potential should, of course, be zero. Fig. 4
illustrates two cases with vanishing static potential. Fig. 4a describes two D-strings whose
spikes are directed in the same direction of the transverse six-space. The magnetic force is
canceled exactly by the attractive scalar force. The second configuration in Fig. 4, where
a D-string and an anti-D-string are exactly in opposite direction in the transverse space,
also satisfies the condition on the charges. The repulsive force between the scalar charges
cancels the attractive magnetic force. We now turn to the case of 1/4-BPS states. For the
1/4-BPS state in Fig. 2, where the transverse direction of a F-string is perpendicular to
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φ
x3x 3
φ
Figure 4: The static forces disappear in cases of a) parallel D-strings and b) anti-
parallel D-string and anti-D-string. The arrow toward the brane denotes D-string,
whereas the arrow that leaves the brane is for anti-D-string.
that of the D-string, the scalar force as well as the electromagnetic force totally disappear.
For the more general 1/4-BPS states in (2.20), we note that
cos θnm =
qnqm + gngm√
q2n + g
2
n
√
q2m + g
2
m
, (4.8)
and, hence, the static potential again vanishes, i.e. Jnm = 0. Thus, the static potential
vanishes for all 1/2 and 1/4 BPS states introduced in Sec. I.
When the BPS conditions on charges are satisfied, the Lagrangian (4.5) becomes purely
kinetic. In other words, the classical trajectories are given in terms of the geodesic motions
in the geometry defined by the kinetic term. For the 1/2 BPS-states of dyons (i.e. qngm −
qmgn = 0 with parallel or anti-parallel spikes for all n and m ), the Lagrangian is reduced
to
L1/2 = −
∑
n
Mn(ǫ)+
1
2
∑
n
Mnx˙
2
n−
1
16π
∑
n 6=m
(qs)n(qs)mσnm
|x˙nm|2
|xnm| , (4.9)
where σmn denotes the signature of eˆ
I
neˆ
I
m depending on the spikes involved are parallel or
anti-parallel. Especially, this Lagrangian has been obtained in Ref. [20], when only parallel
D-strings (σnm > 0)are present on the D3-brane.
For the configuration of general 1/4-BPS states, again the static potential term again
drops out from the effective Lagrangian:
L1/4 = −
∑
n
Mn(ǫ)+
1
2
∑
n
Mnx˙
2
n−
1
16π
(gngm + qnqm)
|x˙nm|2
|xnm|
− 1
16π
∑
n 6=m
(qngn − gnqm)x˙nm · ω(xnm) . (4.10)
Especially, for the 1/4-BPS configuration of Fig. 2 (i.e. F-string and D-string whose
spikes are perpendicular), even the kinetic interactions disappear and the related geometry
becomes totally flat.
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V Conclusions
In this note, the various BPS states have been identified by solving the Bogomol’nyi equa-
tions of the Dirac-Born-Infeld action with six transverse scalar (coordinates) fields. The
basic elements of the static BPS configurations comprize electrically charged F-string, mag-
netically charged D-string and their dyonic bound stretched into the transverse six space.
The more generic 1/2 BPS states describe many (anti-)parallel strings with their charges
restricted accordingly. We have also identified the generic 1/4-BPS states including the case
where the spikes of a F-string and a D-string are perpendicular in the transverse space.
The asymptotic excitations on D3-branes consist of electromagnetism and the six scalar
fields. We have determined the response of a F/D-string by obtaining the equations of
motion for the center position of the string. Based on this analysis, we have constructed
the low-energy effective field theory involving many F/D-strings and the asymptotic fields
on the D3-brane. When the massless degrees of freedom are integrated, the two-body
interactions between strings for various configurations are fully identified.
We have found that the static potential between the two F/D-strings disappear for all
cases of the 1/2 and the 1/4 BPS states discussed in Sec. I. The interactions of F/D-strings
found in this note, are shown to be valid for low enough energies, whereas the description
may be seriously affected for high enough energies. The existence of possible energy flow
to the throat of a string at high energy scattering implies that the unitariry of the theory
may even break down. But if the F/D-strings starting from a D3-brane end on another D3
brane at a finite transverse distance, the unitarity should be preserved because the energy
from one brane that passes through the throat, reappears in the other brane. Because at
least two D3-branes are involved here, the theory should be described by the non-Abelian
Dirac-Born-Infeld action[21, 22, 23]. In this non-Abelian version, it is expected that the
two-body interactions of F/D-strings are determined by the dynamics of all the branes
where the F/D-strings end. For example, in the case of two D strings ending commonly
on the first and the second branes, the total interactions will be the sum of those on the
first and the second branes. These indeed can be confirmed by using the N = 4 SU(Nc)
Super-Yang-Mills theory as a limiting version of the full-fledged non-Abelian Dirac-Born-
Infeld actions[24]. In this sense, we have obtained the interactions of F/D-strings from the
view point of just one D3-brane where the F/D-strings end commonly.
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APPENDIX: Derivation of the Bogomol’nyi Equation for 1/4 BPS states
To obtain the Bogomol’nyi equations for the scalar system with K in (2.16), let us first
note that the determinant K can be cast in the form,
K = 1 +W − uaMabub, . (1)
where ui = Ei for i = 1, 2, 3, u4 = φ˙ and u5 = χ˙. Since the determinant K in (2.16) is
quadratic in ua, the matrix Mab do not depend on u
a at all. For future use, let us give the
explicit form of the function W given by
W = B2 + (∇φ)2 + (∇χ)2 + (B · ∇φ)2 + (B · ∇χ)2 + (∇φ×∇χ) . (2)
Using the definition pa ≡ ∂L∂ua with L = 1 −K
1
2 , one finds that the canonical momenta pa
are related with ua by
pa =
Mabu
b
√
1 +W − ucMcdud
. (3)
With help of the inverse Mab (MacM
cd = δda), we find a relation
paM
abpb =
uaMabu
b
1 +W − ucMcdud , (4)
Hence, ua is given in terms of pb by
ua =
Mabpb
√
1 +W√
1 + pcM cdpd
. (5)
The Hamiltonian, H ≡ uapa − L is then
H + 1 = √1 +W
√
1 + pcM cdpd =
1 +W√
1 +W − ucMcdud
. (6)
The direct evaluation of the inverse Mab is too complicated, so we shall follow an alter-
native route. First, let us note that the static condition u4 = u5 = 0 is required for the
minimization of the Hamiltonian (6). Using the static condition u4 = u5 = 0 that im-
plies M4bpb = M
5bpb = 0 (see (5)), the momenta p4 and p5 can be eliminated from the
Hamiltonian H in (6) with a little algebra. The resulting static Hamiltonian reads
H + 1 = √1 +W
√
1 +DiN ijDj , (7)
where N ij is the inverse of 3 × 3 matrix Mij defined by MijN jk = δkj and we have used
the relation Di = pi (for i = 1, 2, 3) following our earlier definition. It is relatively simple
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to find the inverse of the 3× 3 matrix, Mij . For example, the determinant, DetMij can be
evaluated as
DetMij = (1 +W )
(
1 + (∇φ)2 + (∇χ)2 + (∇φ×∇χ)2
)
. (8)
By the explicit evaluation of the inverse N ij , one finds that our static Hamiltonian is
explicitly given by
(H+1)2 = 1 + (∇φ)2 + (∇χ)2 + (∇φ×∇χ)2 +B2 +D2
+ (B · ∇φ)2 + (B · ∇χ)2 + (D · ∇φ)2 + (D · ∇χ)2(D×B+Π∇φ)2
+
(D×B)2+(∇φ×(D×B))2+(∇χ×(D×B))2+(∇φ×∇χ ·D×B)2
1 + (∇φ)2 + (∇χ)2 + (∇φ×∇χ)2 . (9)
Note that this Hamiltonian with vanishing χ does agree with the one-scalar Hamiltonian
in (2.6) when the static condition, φ˙ = 0 [or equivalently (1+(∇φ)2)Π = ∇φ · B×D], is
used. Finally, the Hamiltonian (9) may be turned into the form,
(H+1)2 = (B−∇φ)2 + (D−∇χ)2 + (D · ∇φ−B · ∇χ)2 + (1 +B · ∇φ+D · ∇χ)2
+
S2 + (∇φ · S)2 + (∇χ · S)2 + (∇φ · ∇φ · S)2
1 + (∇φ)2 + (∇χ)2 + (∇φ×∇χ)2 , (10)
where S denotes the combination B ×D − ∇φ × ∇χ. Thus the Hamiltonian is bounded
by a surface terms by
H ≥ B · ∇φ+D · ∇χ , (11)
where the saturation of the bound occurs if the claimed Bogomol’nyi equations (2.17) are
satisfied with the Gauss law constraint ∇ ·D = 0.
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